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Aâ€™riyah finds herself at the end of a meaningless relationship and looking for the right way to
leave. An act of revenge, in the form of a one night stand, gives her a nudge in the right direction,
but has consequences Aâ€™riyah is not aware of at the time. She makes plans to move on with her
life, leaving behind the relationship and the one-time event...However, Hez, the man sharing in that
one-time night of passion, has totally different plans. In A'riyah, he sees love and marriage, with
plans to make her his blushing bride whether she likes it or not...Follow A'riyah as she finds out the
hard way how it really is when a night of passion and revenge leads to a nightmare named Hez!
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This book was great I loved it from beginning to the end. I felt bad that Riyah attracted the most
craziest men, who either had a possessive, dark side or psychotic side to them. All three of these
men were dangerously in live with her. This book definitely had every bit crazy in it and I lived it.
Great job can't wait til part 2

It had every type of crazy possible. Although the timeline was hard to follow, as far as how much
time had elapsed between one scenario to another, it was still a great story. Hez is the definition of
PSYCHOPATH. Great job, I can't wait to see what the author has next.

I truly enjoyed the plot, as well as the characters, but as I always say poor grammar will kill a book,
and in this case that's just what happened. I was not able to fully enjoy it because I had too keep
stopping to 're read so many sentences, too make since out what the author was trying to convey. I
believe that if the author 're write this book, it would get many more raving reviews.

This book was all kinds of crazy. I started reading and when I stopped I was at the last page. The
title definitely fits the story. Poor A'riyah just can't catch a break. She ends her long time relationship
with one crazy man, only to end up meeting an even crazier one night stand, and that's just the tip
of the iceberg. You have to read the story to see what I am talking about. I hope that there is more
to this story. I need to know what's going to happen next.

The title of this book fits the characters very well because Hez was definitely every bit of crazy!
A'Riyah couldn't catch a break with men but when she finally did she was taken from him. This book
definitely kept my attention with all the different storylines for each character. I gave it a four
because of some editing issues (incorrect names being used, no punctuation...).

Hez was definitely every bit of crazy. The title fits him well . This book held my attention with all the
different storylines for each character. The book has some editing issues but did not take away from
the storyline.

Awesome book. I loved it. A real page turner. But on the down side, I had to read it holding my Red
pin. So many Typos.. Patiently waiting on the sequel. Hez is a Really Sick Individual. Lol.
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